Implementation and validation of a three-dimensional deformable registration algorithm for targeted prostate cancer radiotherapy.
Daily prostate deformation hinders accurate calculation of dose, especially to intraprostatic targets. We implemented a three-dimensional deformable registration algorithm to aid dose tracking for targeted prostate radiotherapy. The algorithm registers two computed tomography (CT) scans by iteratively minimizing their differences in image intensity. For validation, we measured the accuracy in registering (a) a pelvic CT set to its mathematically deformed counterpart, (b) CT scans of a deformable pelvic phantom with and without an endorectal balloon inflated, to simulate intraprostatic targets, 23 CT-opaque seeds were embedded in the prostate, and (c) two pelvic CT scans of a patient obtained on 2 separate days. The mean (SD) error in registering the pelvic CT set to its transformed set was 0.5 mm (1.5), with correlation coefficient improvement from 0.626 to 0.991. Using the deformable pelvic phantom, the correlation coefficient improved from 0.543 to 0.816 after registration. The mean (SD) error in tracking the intraprostatic seeds was 0.8 mm (0.5). The correlation coefficient improved from 0.610 to 0.944 after registration of the two patient CT sets. The algorithm had an accuracy of about 1 mm. It could be used for optimizing dose calculation and delivery for prostate radiotherapy.